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ABSTRACT

Currently, as part of an organisation-wide move for greater interoperability and reduction of duplication, Defence is examining a number of existing information systems in order to make them work more closely together. Schema integration is the merging of different database design specifications which have commonality. In this report, we examine support for schema integration provided by commercial off the shelf (COTS) software products, in particular computer aided software engineering (CASE) tools, and suggest desirable features which current products do not support. We examine which of the two products tested provides cost-effective support for schema evolution. The two products chosen for examination are InfoModeler version 2 (chosen for its support of the rich object-role modelling methodology, and natural language interface) and ERwin Version 2.6.1 (the market leader both in Australia and the U.S.A.). It appears that no existing product provides a full schema merge capability, and this would not be expected, as schema integration needs to involve human creativity. However, some tasks within the integration process lend themselves to automation, and it is worthwhile examining tools to perform these tasks.
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Executive Summary

Currently, as part of an organisation-wide move for greater interoperability and reduction of duplication, Defence is examining a number of existing information systems in order to make them work more closely together. Schema integration is the merging of different database design specifications which have commonality. Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) tools for schema integration are often expensive, as are custom-developed solutions. Like database design, schema integration is a process which requires creative human input, so full automation of the process is not expected.

While no current COTS software products provide all the features considered desirable in a product to support the integration process, a lot can be done with state-of-the-art tools. In this report, we examine two such tools, showing that at least one has many features which provide significant benefit to the integrator. The tools chosen for this evaluation were InfoModeler Version2, and ERwin Version2.6.1. InfoModeler was selected for its support of the very expressive object role modelling language FORML, and for its natural language interface. ERwin is the market leader, both in Australia and the USA.

We considered features helpful in schema integration, and used in a different fashion from that expected in traditional schema design. These were schema comparison, reverse engineering, and integrity checking. Overall, InfoModeler was found to be more suitable for schema integration.

A number of features useful to integration were missing from both tools. In particular, relational integrity checking was not performed. We suggest that the integrated schema be checked for cycles and redundant functional dependencies. Simple and fast algorithms are available for these processes. A method of generating sample populations which illustrate a given set of constraints, and can be used to highlight a normally "hard to find" class of conflicts is also suggested.
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1. Introduction

Currently, as part of an organisation-wide move for greater interoperability and reduction of duplication, Defence is examining a number of existing information systems in order to make them work more closely together. Schema integration is the merging of different database design specifications which have commonality. A computer based tool for schema integration should not interfere with the human creativity essential to such work, but should provide as much support as possible for the humans involved in the process. In this report, we examine two COTS database design tools, and compare their strengths and weaknesses for the schema evolution problem. We also describe additional features which neither tool supports, and which we suggest would be beneficial. The tools chosen for this experiment were ERwin Version2.6.1 and InfoModeler 2. The tools were tested by altering sample schemata which came with the tool, and integrating the altered and new versions. Thus, the schemata were structurally very similar, with constraint and relationship differences. The tools were compared with respect to features used in integration. The main features considered were schema comparison (that is the identification of similarity or difference), reverse engineering (extraction of a schema from a working database or from data definitions in SQL or similar), and integrity checking (the detection of constraint conflicts and other problems introduced by integration). For each of these features, a description of the performance of each product is given, then the support of the products for the feature is rated on a scale of one to ten. Both technical performance and suitability for the Defence environment are taken into account. For example, InfoModeler performs re-engineering well, but receives a lower score than ERwin for that task because it requires a connection to the on-line database. This raises issues of security and access rights in the Defence environment. Some other factors are also briefly examined. We then suggest some integrity checking algorithms based on relational database theory which would also be beneficial, though they are not included in either tool.

2. Schema Comparison

By schema comparison, we mean all those features which aid the user in finding similarities and differences between entities, relationships and constraints on the schema.

We review the way in which each product supports this operation.

The standard edition of ERwin, on which our testing was carried out, has no custom facilities for comparisons of schemata. However, the add-on product Model Mart provides a “Complete Compare” function which detects and reports on differences in entity and relationship definition, and specification of a limited variety of constraints (participation, and keys). Complete Compare is primarily designed to reconcile different versions or views of the same schema, but would be helpful in identification of constraint conflict, and overlap between schemata, provided that they were substantially similar. It assumes that all naming conflicts have been resolved. That is, items with different names are taken to be different items. Model Mart has a merge feature which actually combines schemata, but once again these need to be substantially similar. In addition, Model Mart provides a sophisticated tool for configuration management. This includes good support for version management and tracking, but these facilities would have limited application to the schema integration problem. It should also be noted that Model Mart is an optional add-on, which must be purchased at extra cost.
InfoModeler does not require add-on software to support integration, with the configuration management and comparison features being a part of the standard product. Schemata to be integrated or related in some way are explicitly gathered by the user into a project. The tool attempts to reconcile schemata within a project, highlighting cases where any item is multiply defined. One can then mark some version(s) of the items in question as “external”, meaning that they are allowed variations from the official definition, or rename them using a sophisticated name space maintenance feature. Once again, this is not an integration or merging tool, but a function similar to Complete Compare. As with Complete Compare, the tool cannot cope automatically with naming conflicts. Objects which have the same name are highlighted by the tool. However, similar objects with different names are ignored. Models within a project are still regarded as independent models. However, creation of a “dictionary” merges them into a single new schema. The old schemata are left unchanged, though linked with the dictionary so that changes in a source schema can be propagated to the dictionary and vice versa.

While this is not a “virtual table”, and does not create the resultant technical problems, it is a similar concept when seen from a conceptual viewpoint. Human intervention is required in this process.

Comparison Rating for ERwin : 4/10
Comparison Rating for InfoModeler 8/10

3. Reverse Engineering

Reverse engineering is the process of defining a schema from a database implementation.

ERwin was found to give satisfactory performance in reverse engineering, from either a data definition language script or an active database. Non-relational legacy systems such as A/REV and COBOL cannot be re-engineered using ERwin, nor can object-based or object relational systems.

In InfoModeler, a reverse-engineering facility exists, but requires an active database connection. This is a disadvantage for some defence work in which users are prepared to give access to metadata, but not grant connection rights to databases. “Dummy” databases can be constructed from metadata, but when operating in a heterogeneous environment, this requires access to a large number of different database management systems. The issue in our environment is that users of working, on-line systems are understandably reluctant to allow meta-data managers to access, and run tools on, their working system. It is regarded as much safer to simply allow access to an SQL “build file” which describes the structure of the database. This avoids the need for these people to have power over working systems, and also reduces the expense in purchases of a number of different database management programs. Once again, only relational and common desktop databases such as MS Access systems can be re-engineered. However, a new release of InfoModeler is now available which supports the full ranges of SQL 3 constructs, thus allowing most extended data types to be understood by the tool. Users even have the facility to define their own types.

Reverse engineering Rating for ERwin : 8/10
Reverse engineering Rating for InfoModeler 6/10
4. Integrity Checking

Integrity checking is the process of detecting semantic conflicts due to integration.

Neither tool provides a great degree of support for this process. The main features for constraint conflict detection have been discussed in the previous section. Recall that Model Mart detects some conflicts in its Complete Compare, and InfoModeler when a schema is added to a project or explicitly checked by the user. Model Mart was not tested due to cost considerations.

While the tools do not have specifically tailored features for this task, InfoModeler was found to have generic features which could be adapted to support this process. Firstly, in addition to the entity-relationship (ER) modelling language supported by ERwin and other tools, Info Modeler gives access to a more expressive Object-Role Modelling (ORM) language, which allows a wider range of constraints to be expressed in the model. ER is the most widely used data modelling language in Defence, as well as in Australian and American industry. Constraints in ORM which are not supported by ER include, reflexive, transitive and symmetric constraints on circular relationships, domain range constraints, and subset equality and exclusion constraints between sets of entities playing roles related in some sense. Thus, by definition the constraint report of InfoModeler is potentially more powerful. InfoModeler can additionally identify some cycles, a large number of mistakes or redundancies related to subtyping, many common data modelling mistakes, lack of a unique identifier for an entity and some types of constraint conflict. Relationship errors, such as a relationship accidentally reversed are detected when checking is done, and the tool does not allow relationships to be included “in the wrong direction”. A subtype that is not defined in terms of its supertype will be reported. It also detects cases where any data item has more than one definition or more than one different set of constraints.

None of the checks performed by either of these tools require access to populations (instances). However, InfoModeler allows the user to input a sample population for every “fact”. Certain constraints, namely those related to keys (unique identifiers) can also be inferred from these user supplied information examples. Thus, if the constraint is not consistent with the examples, the tool detects this. The tool has the capability to suggest constraints of this type based on a set of examples. This facility is restricted to uniqueness (key) constraints, which can be inferred from data using algorithmic techniques. This facility is not intended to check the quality of data, rather as a “reality check” on the design. That is, it helps users to decide if the constraints they have specified exclude data which they might wish to include or fail to exclude situations forbidden in the real world. It is equally applicable to the design of a new schema as to integration. The user is offered the change to alter uniqueness constraints which are suggested by the system.

ERwin performs some checking related to design errors, for example identification of some cycles on the schema. Only structural checks such as a check for cycles involving entities and subtypes are performed.

Checking Rating for ERwin 4/10
Checking Rating for InfoModeler 8/10
5. Other Factors

In this section, the general features of the tools are examined. Clearly, users want a tool that they can use easily, in addition to having features for schema integration. The general features of the packages when used for ER modelling are comparable, to the extent that the choice of product for conventional ER modelling is largely a matter of taste. Both have good user interfaces, the ability to “browse” a schema for a particular construct, searching tools, the ability to define complex colour schemes and some checking facilities. InfoModeler, as mentioned earlier, has more ability to analyse and check a schema and comes with advanced reporting capabilities. It also provides a user interface which encourages the users to properly document the model. When using FORML, the user can perform modelling almost entirely in natural language. ERwin runs on a wide variety of hardware platforms and operating systems, while InfoModeler only runs on Windows platforms. Data can be imported into InfoModeler from ERwin, when a .dll file to perform data conversion is installed. This file is supplied with the current release, and is freely available. ERwin cannot directly read InfoModeler files. Reports and schemata from InfoModeler can be exported as RTF files, for inclusion in written reports. InfoModeler can generate, but not read, a wide range of SQL and PC based database script files. As mentioned earlier, reverse engineering can be performed if connected to the database. ERwin can generate and read most SQL and PC database script files, providing a way of interchanging data. ERwin also provides a wide range of report formats, as does InfoModeler. ERwin reports may be exported as text files delimited by commas or tabs, to allow input into other programs such as word processors. RTF format is not provided.

Both stand alone products cost less than $6000, with InfoModeler’s estimated recommended retail price per seat being $4600, and $5499 for ERwin. A cheaper desktop version of InfoModeler ($800) is also available. This version has the full range of modelling features, but can only reverse-engineer from, and generate code for, desktop PC databases. Five copies of ERwin, with Universal Directory and Model Mart cost around $40 000.

6. Features not Included in Either Tool

As has been mentioned earlier, neither tool provides a full integration function. As mentioned in the previous section, current COTS products provide only limited support for integrity checking in the context of schema integration. We suggest that some algorithmic checking procedures based on relational database theory be implemented. Since schema diagrams identify keys, functional dependency (FD) constraints can be extracted from any schema and mapped to a graphical representation. In conceptual data models, most FDs are key constraints, that is based on the unique identifier of an entity. Functional dependency graphs are defined and explained in [Yang86]. In [Ewald96] and associated papers (E093, E094, E095) simple graph search and comparison operations are then used to detect conflict, redundancy and inconsistency on evolving schemata. The classical synthesis algorithm [Maier 83] can also be applied to remove redundancy or to produce a well-designed relational database from a conceptual specification.

Cycles on a conceptual schema may result from addition of a redundant dependency and from conflict between existing and new dependencies. A redundant dependency is one which can be derived from the others on the schema using a set of formal axioms. For this reason, it is often beneficial to have a human examine all cycles on a schema to ensure
that none result from such schema problems. A “loop” on the conceptual schema may result in the same information being stored within a local schema in multiple ways. Addition of new information to a schema may also create such a loop. Conflicting dependencies may be added during integration, resulting in a graph which contains two representations of the dependency relationship between a given pair of attribute sets.

All these situations can be detected by performing simple graphical tests on the FD graphs created from the schemata under consideration. Comparison of current and previous graphs is used to detect conflict, while depth first search identifies cycles. These quick screening tests report any potential problems to a human designer, who can then use the synthesis algorithm or conceptual re-design techniques to eliminate problems.

The above techniques still detect only a limited set of constraint conflicts, namely those involving functional dependency type constraints. These are the constraints which can be checked without reference to sample schema populations. A further level of checking which considers a larger range of constraints, and examines the potentially complex interactions between constraints is recommended. This is not done by either of the tools examined above. From a functional dependency graph, we can generate a list of the dependencies which are known not to hold. These are known as potential violations, and a formal theory is presented in [Ewald96]. Based on these, algorithms have been developed to detect constraint conflict. This is done by constructing constraint patterns, using an algorithm which halts if a pattern cannot be found. These algorithms also generate small, meaningful sets of information examples which illustrate the features of the set of constraints under consideration. These are particularly useful with the ORM modelling techniques, which encourage interaction with users by means of information examples. The InfoModeler tool allows the designer to enter examples of data elements at design time, and can infer some constraints based on such examples. Conflict between functional, set inclusion, set exclusion and mandatory constraints may be detected by these algorithms. Real information examples from a repository or a relational database may be retrieved to provide output in a form with which the users of the system are familiar.

7. Conclusions

Current COTS products provide useful support for schema integration. In this report, the support of ERwin 2.6.1 and InfoModeler 2 for the basic activities of the integrator is assessed.

The table below summarises the results of the investigations, considering a version of ERwin without Model Mart extensions. Note that Model Mart supports relevant features, but at a cost. Graphical user interface, and support for ER modelling are similar in the two products. InfoModeler’s additional ORM features complement the ER modelling methodology, and provide a more detailed view of the data model. It is possible to completely convert from ER to ORM, however a recommended approach is to use both methods, presenting the ER view as an abstraction when a fully detailed view is not needed. This also allows communication with domain experts in natural language, and with experienced modellers using whichever graphical notation they prefer. The InfoModeler product supports conversion of models between ER and ORM forms and detailed integrity checking before conversion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Reverse Engineering</th>
<th>Integrity Checking</th>
<th>Graphical FD checking</th>
<th>Generation of Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERwin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InfoModeler</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, existing software can help with schema integration, but neither product examined could be considered to be a full schema integration tool. Some easy-to-implement features which would be beneficial in such a tool are suggested. In particular, checking for cyclic key constraints, removal of redundancy, and generation of suitable information examples are beneficial and computationally cost-effective. The examples generated are artificial, but an alternative is to use algorithms to select a small amount of relevant data from a larger repository of examples (either real data or examples given by users). That is, the algorithms as originally developed construct symbol “constraint patterns” using semantically meaningless symbols. However, these are then replaced by matching data from a repository, which is more meaningful, especially to domain experts from areas other than information technology.
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